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An experimental setup of three coupledPT -symmetric waveguides showing the characteristics of a third-order
exceptional point (EP3) has been investigated by Heiss and Wunner in an idealized model of three δ-function
waveguides [W. D. Heiss and G. Wunner, J. Phys. A 49, 495303 (2016)]. Here we extend these investigations to
realistic, extended waveguide systems. We place major focus on the strong parameter sensitivity rendering the
discovery of an EP3 a challenging task. We also investigate the vicinity of the EP3 for further branch points of
either cubic- or square-root-type behavior.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevA.95.053868
I. INTRODUCTION
The term “exceptional point” (EP) originates from a purely
mathematical context and describes branch point singularities
in the spectrum of parameter-dependent linear operators [1].
However, there is now an overwhelming interest in physics [2]
on this topic both theoretically (see, e.g., [3–12]) and exper-
imentally (see, e.g., [13–20]). In general, EPs are positions
in some parameter space at which two (EP2) or even N > 2
(EPN ) eigenvalues, as well as the corresponding eigenvectors,
coalesce in a branch point singularity. These points can
be found in the vicinity of level repulsion if one external
system parameter is analytically continued into the complex
plane [21]. This renders the underlying Hamiltonian describing
the physics of the system to be no longer Hermitian [22].
In fact, exceptional points can only occur for non-Hermitian
Hamiltonians. The manifestation of exceptional points is
not only restricted to quantum systems. For non-Hermitian
systems, they also occur in classical mechanics [23] as well
as in optics [24–31] and microwave cavities [32]. In order
to obtain a unitary theory, the non-Hermiticity requires the
definition of a new inner product—the biorthogonal product or
c product [33,34]. At the exceptional points, the corresponding
Hilbert space becomes defective in that the number of
eigenvectors is reduced as a consequence of the coalescence.
EPs show more characteristic properties than those men-
tioned above: In their simplest manifestation, i.e., for an EP2,
the two eigenvalues can be mathematically described by two
branches of the same analytic function, thus showing typical
square-root behavior. This means that if one encircles the
EP2 along a closed loop in the physical parameter space,
the corresponding eigenvalues forming an EP2 permute. Ex-
ceptional points of higher order, e.g., third-order exceptional
points, show cubic-root behavior, i.e., one typically observes a
threefold state exchange performing a closed loop around the
EP3. Moreover, since also the eigenvectors coalesce at the ex-
ceptional point—forming a self-orthogonal state [34]—the
corresponding Hamiltonian in matrix representation is no
longer diagonalizable. With a similarity transformation, how-
ever, one can transform it into a Jordan normal form. There,
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an exceptional point of order N is represented in terms of an
N -dimensional Jordan block [35].
Exceptional points appear in particular in PT -symmetric
systems, i.e., systems which are symmetric under the com-
bined action of the parity operator P and the time-reversal
operator T . Bender and Boettcher [36] demonstrated that
PT -symmetric non-Hermitian Hamiltonians can possess real
eigenvalues. When the real eigenvalues coalesce and turn
into complex conjugates, the underlying PT symmetry is
broken. The parameter set at which the symmetry is broken
marks the position of an exceptional point. As this class
of non-Hermitian Hamiltonians is in particular predestined
for the occurrence of EPs, they have been investigated in a
wide range of systems ranging from fundamental questions in
quantum mechanics [37–39], quantum field theories [40,41],
to Bose-Einstein condensates in the mean-field approximation
[42–45] and many-particle descriptions [46,47], where com-
plex potentials model the gain and loss of particles [48,49].PT
symmetry has also been studied in cavities for electromagnetic
waves [50–52], optical structures with complex refractive
indices [53,54], and in electronic devices [55]. Spectral
singularities in PT -symmetric potentials [56] turned out to
be connected with the amplification of waves [57] and the
lasing threshold [58].
Klaiman et al. [59] proposed an experimental setup of two
coupled PT -symmetric waveguides with complex refractive
index for the visualization of second-order branch points.
The imaginary parts are interpreted as gain (loss) of the
field intensity, e.g., by optical pumping and absorption. Its
strength controls the non-Hermiticity. Their investigations
showed the coalescence of the system’s eigenmodes, exper-
imentally observable in terms of an increasing beat length
in the power distribution of the total field. The predictions
received convincing experimental confirmation in 2010 by
Rüter et al. [60].
While the physics of EP2s is well investigated, lesser
attention has hitherto been paid to exceptional points of higher
order [46,61–67]. New effects were shown in the different
theoretical models of higher-order EPs. In [61], a chiral
behavior of the eigenfunctions in the neighborhood of three
coalescing eigenfunctions was reported. In [62], it was shown
that encircling an EP3 does not necessarily show the typical
third-root behavior. In this context, a possible experiment
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FIG. 1. PT -symmetric directional coupling. The structure con-
sists of three coupled slab waveguides on a background material with
index n0 = 3.3. The right-hand side displays the real and imaginary
part of the refractive index, which only vary in the x direction. Using
the dimensionless parameters sm and s1,2, the waveguides’ width as
well as the separation between them is adjusted. Here, a value of
a = 2.5 μm is chosen. Also note that we allow for a larger real
index difference between the middle waveguide and the background
material as compared to the outer ones by adding an additional term
nm to the fixed one, n = 1.3 × 10−3. The imaginary part of the
index can be controlled by the gain-loss coefficient γ with the vacuum
wavelength taken to be λ = 1.55 μm.
made up of three coupled waveguides was proposed in terms
of an abstract mathematical matrix model. Here, our work
sets in. Encouraged by the experimental confirmation of the
waveguide system investigated in [59], we extend this model
by placing a third waveguide between those with gain and
loss, but with only a real part of the refractive index that may
be different from that of the outer ones. We show that this
model gives rise to a third-order exceptional point by solving
the whole system semianalytically. We work out explicitly
the appearance of further EP2s or EP3s in the vicinity of the
original EP3, as was discussed qualitatively in [61,62].
The paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces
the system including the corresponding equations. These are
solved in Sec. III, where we demonstrate the manifestation of
the EP3, its verification, as well as the total power distribution.
In Sec. IV, we explicitly demonstrate the additional EP2s and
EP3s in the space of the system’s physical parameters. In
Sec. V, we summarize the crucial points and give an outlook
to ongoing work.
II. THE PT -SYMMETRIC OPTICAL
WAVEGUIDE SYSTEM
We model a PT -symmetric waveguide system for the
experimental observation of a third-order branch point with
three coupled planar waveguides on a background material
with refractive index n0 = 3.3, as depicted in Fig. 1.
We assume the refractive index to vary only in the x
direction with a symmetric index guiding profile and an
antisymmetric gain-loss profile, i.e., n(x) = n∗(−x), to sustain
PT symmetry. For three waveguides, we basically follow the
approach used in [59] for two waveguides, but in addition
we allow for more flexibility of the waveguides’ parameters.
Their width and the separation between them can be varied
with dimensionless scaling factors sm and s1,2 in order to
define distances via the constant length scale a = 2.5 μm (cf.
Fig. 1). Moreover, we chose n = 1.3 × 10−3 and allow for a
different real index difference between the middle waveguide
and the background material as compared to the outer ones
by adding an additional term nm. The imaginary part of the
refractive index can be controlled by the non-Hermiticity
parameter γ with the vacuum wavelength taken to be λ =
1.55 μm. A realization of the system studied in this work is
possible with GaAs or ZnSiAs2 as the guiding material. The
variations of the refractive index are possible with a carrier-
induced change [68], electric-field-induced changes [69], or
femtosecond-scale switching [70].
The direction of propagation in the waveguides is taken to
be the z axis, such that the wave equation for the transverse-
electric modes reads[
∂2
∂x2
+ k2n(x)2
]
Ey(x) = β2Ey(x), (1)
where the y component of the electric field is given by
Ey(x,z,t) = Ey(x)ei(ωt−βz), with k = 2π/λ and the propaga-
tion constant β. Obviously, Eq. (1) is formally equivalent to a
one-dimensional stationary Schrödinger equation with poten-
tial V (x) = − 12k2n(x)2 and energy eigenvalue E = − 12β2 .
Thus the quantum mechanical analog of the arrangement
shown in Fig. 1 is a configuration of three finite potential
wells with gain or loss in the two outer wells.
Because of the underlying PT symmetry, there is some
range of γ for which β is purely real. The point at which
all three modes break this symmetry simultaneously and
become complex is associated with an EP3. The challenging
part in a numerical simulation, as well as in an experiment,
is to find the correct values for the system parameters
(β,γ,sm,s1,s2,nm,n) to determine this point.
III. SOLUTION OF THE FULL WAVEGUIDE SYSTEM
A. Semianalytical approach and method for finding an EP3
The stationary modes can be taken to be
˜Ey(x) =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
A1e
κx + A2e−κx : −∞ < x < −s2a
Beiqlx + Ce−iqlx : −s2a  x  −s1a
D1e
κx + D2e−κx : −s1a < x < −sma
Feiqmx + Ge−iqmx : −sma  x  sma
H1e
κx + H2e−κx : sma < x < s1a
Keiqrx + Le−iqr x : s1a  x  s2a
M1e
−κx + M2eκx : s2a < x < ∞,
(2)
with the parameters
κ2 = β2 − k2n20, (3a)
q2l = −β2 + k2
(
n0 + n − i λ2π γ
)2
, (3b)
q2m = −β2 + k2(n0 + n + nm)2, (3c)
q2r = −β2 + k2
(
n0 + n + i λ2π γ
)2
. (3d)
Similar to the procedure in [56], the continuity conditions
at the potential barriers can be combined in a transition matrix
T ∈ C2×2 relating the coefficients of the two outermost parts
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of the system [71]. Thus the whole physics of the system
is incorporated in this matrix. To obtain physical meaningful
solutions out of Eq. (2), the condition
A2 = M2 = 0 (4)
has to be fulfilled. Then the relation just mentioned between
the system’s left- and right-hand sides reads(
A1
0
)
= T ·
(
M1
0
)
=
(
T11 T12
T21 T22
)
·
(
M1
0
)
, (5)
which is only true for
T21(n0,λ,a; β,γ,sm,s1,s2,nm,n) = 0. (6)
This is the condition from which the complex propagation
constants β are found by a two-dimensional root search. To
enforce the coalescence into an EP3, the additional conditions
T21 = ∂T21
∂β
= ∂
2T21
∂β2
= 0 (7)
have to be obeyed. These additional equations enforce the
zero to be threefold, which is necessary for an EP3. With these
equations, we are able to determine β as well as the system
parameters γ,sm,s1, and nm by a six-dimensional root search
while we fix s2 and n.
B. Manifestation and verification of an EP3
Using the method just described, an EP3 is found on the
real β axis at
βEP3 = 13.37936893005811, (8a)
γEP3 = 0.2568441576999367, (8b)
sEP3m = 1.006301260784219, (8c)
sEP31 = 8.983140907622532, (8d)
nEP3m = 1.873188792979378 × 10−6, (8e)
with the fixed parameters
sEP32 = 11.0 and n = 1.3 × 10−3. (9)
The propagation constants of the three guided modes in the
waveguides are plotted in Fig. 2 as a function of the non-
Hermiticity parameter, with the other system parameters set
to the values according to Eqs. (8) and (9). Obviously the first-
excited state’s propagation constant is virtually independent of
the gain-loss parameter γ . This behavior seems to be typical
for a setup of three coupled waveguides since it also appears for
the idealized δ-functions model [63]. It also appears for special
distributions of the gain and loss in flat band systems [64,72].
It can be seen that increasing γ leads to an (inverse)
bifurcation structure of the propagation constants. It is the
movement of the two outer eigenvalues towards each other
with an essentially constant middle value into the third-order
exceptional point at γEP3. Beyond this point (gray area), the
propagation constants become complex. Thus we confirm the
findings for two coupled PT -symmetric waveguides in [59],
i.e., one may study the exceptional point by varying only
a single parameter. This is in contrast to the idealized δ-
functions model [63], in which two parameters have to be
varied in steps to reach the EP3 starting from γ = 0.
FIG. 2. Propagation constants of the three guided modes of
the waveguide system depicted in Fig. 1 as a function of the
non-Hermiticity parameter γ . As γ is increased, the outer eigenvalues
approach each other, while the middle mode is mostly unaffected by
this variation. For γEP3 ≈ 0.2568 cm−1, the eigenmodes coalesce in
a third-order exceptional point. Beyond this branch point (gray area),
the propagation constants become complex.
For this, however, it is necessary to adjust the system
parameters exactly according to Eqs. (8) and (9) to end up
in an EP3 within a numerical simulation. Deviations from
these values will lead to a coalescence of merely two modes.
At this point, we encounter the perhaps most difficult part in an
experimental realization—the exceeding sensitivity to changes
in the setup of the system parameters.
We verify the expected properties of the EP3 by encircling
the branch point. We introduce asymmetry parameters break-
ing the underlying PT symmetry by adding a = ar + iai to
the refractive index of the left waveguide and b = br + ibi to
the right one, which changes the parameters ql and qr from
Eqs. (3b) and (3d), viz.,
q˜2l = −β2 + k2
[
n0 + n + ar − i
( λ
2π
γ + ai
)]2
, (10a)
q˜2r = −β2 + k2
[
n0 + n + br + i
( λ
2π
γ + bi
)]2
. (10b)
We break the PT symmetry in either the real or the
imaginary part of the refractive index. We perform the loop
in the space of this asymmetry and the distance between the
waveguides. The distance can be varied with sm when the loop
can be parametrized as(
sm
ar
)
=
(
sEP3m +
(
1 − sEP3m
)
cos ϕ
10−6 sin ϕ
)
, (11)
with ϕ ∈ [0,2π ] for an asymmetry in the real part as only the
refractive index of the left waveguide is varied (br = ai = bi =
0). A similar parametrization can be used for an asymmetric
variation of the imaginary part, i.e., ai = −bi . Both situations
are depicted in Fig. 3.
The characteristic threefold permutation of the propagation
constants becomes obvious in both cases, while the circle for
the ai/ − bi asymmetry shows higher symmetry compared to
the loop performed in the sm − ar space.
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FIG. 3. Verification of the EP3 in Fig. 2 by encircling it in the
space of asymmetry parameters (breaking the system’sPT symmetry
in either the real or imaginary part of the refractive index) and
distance (represented by sm). The upper panels show the characteristic
threefold permutation if one encircles the EP3 in the sm − ar space
(left) or in the sm − ai(= −bi) space (right). The starting points of
the respective eigenvalues are depicted by specific symbols. They are
the end points of the paths of another eigenvalue. Thus, one can see
that the disturbed ground-state branch (leftmost starting point) ends
at the starting point of one of the excited states. The path starting
there ends at the starting point of the second of the excited states.
Finally, the path of the latter ends at the starting point of the disturbed
ground state. The corresponding curves shown on the bottom right
are parametrized according to Eq. (11), where the loop is performed
clockwise for both circles.
Note that the numerical precision achieved in this work, as
shown in Eq. (8), is not realizable in an experiment. However,
as the EP3 splits into two EP2s under a generic perturbation,
the threefold permutation remains unchanged when both EP2s
are encircled, i.e., for small perturbations, the EP3 signature
persists. We checked that this is true for deviations from the
EP3 of the order of the circle radii used above.
C. Stationary eigenmodes and power distribution
For the analysis of the stationary eigenmodes of the
waveguide system, the corresponding coefficients of Eq. (2)
have to be calculated first. We recall that physically meaningful
modes occur with ˜Ey(x) → 0 for x → ±∞, i.e., A2 and M2
must vanish. One of the coefficients can be chosen freely and,
without loss of generality, we fix M1 = 1. Consequently, we
obtain an additional overall phase ϕ0,
ϕ0 = arctan
(
Im [ ˜Ey(0)]
Re [ ˜Ey(0)]
)
= arctan
(
Im (F ) + Im (G)
Re (F ) + Re (G)
)
,
(12)
which has to be compensated to ensure exact PT symmetry.
Because of the non-Hermiticity, we have to use the c norm [34]
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FIG. 4. C-normalized stationary modes of the waveguide system
for increasing non-Hermiticity parameter (a)–(c) γ = 0.0 cm−1,
(d)–(f) γ = 0.1 cm−1, (g)–(i) γ = 0.256802 cm−1. The real part of
the modes is illustrated by blue solid lines and the imaginary part
by red dashed lines. From left to right are shown the ground-state
mode and the two excited modes. The gray shaded areas represent
the waveguides’ positions. x is given in μm.
Nc defined via
1
N2c
∫ ∞
−∞
˜E2y (x)dx = 1, (13)
which, for the underlying PT symmetry, can easily be
calculated from the real and imaginary parts of E since the
real part is an even function of x, whereas the imaginary part
is odd. Consequently, the integral splits into the difference
of the L2 norms taken separately. Thus, the stationary modes
illustrated in Fig. 4 for some values of γ are calculated as
Ey(x) = e
−iϕ0 ˜Ey(x)
Nc
. (14)
The modes depicted correspond to a system configuration
according to Eqs. (8) and (9). In line with the system’s
PT symmetry, the real part of the modes is symmetric and
the imaginary part is antisymmetric. With increasing γ , the
imaginary part of the ground-state mode and second-excited
mode grows, while it is the real part that increases for the
first-excited mode. Close to the EP3 (bottom panels of Fig. 4),
we obtain the expected self-orthogonality phenomenon as the
modes become essentially equal.
The progression of the propagation constants on the
real axis towards the branch point according to Fig. 2 as
well as the self-orthogonality phenomenon can be visualized
experimentally by observing the beat length L = 2π/β,
where β is the difference between two modes, of the power
spectrum for the PT -symmetric waveguide system. This can
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FIG. 5. The power distribution for the propagating total field
consisting of the three guided modes [see Eq. (15)] for three values of
the non-Hermiticity γ . With increasing values of γ , the corresponding
beat length also increases. In addition, an obvious rise in the intensity
can be observed.
be observed for a nonstationary state. The power distribution
|Ey(x,z)|2 =
∣∣∣∣∣ 1√3
3∑
i=1
Ei(x)e−iβiz
∣∣∣∣∣
2
(15)
is taken and displayed in Fig. 5 for three different values of γ .
With increasing γ , the beat length also increases, which
is a direct consequence of the movement of the propagation
constants towards each other (β becomes smaller). In the
vicinity of the exceptional point, the power spectrum no longer
oscillates between the waveguides but rather pulses in all three
waveguides simultaneously. Note the different length scales for
the direction of propagation (i.e., z axis). As the branch point
is approached, i.e., β ≈ 0, the beat length goes to infinity.
Furthermore, we observe an increasing intensity of the
power field for increasing values of the non-Hermiticity (see
the corresponding color bars in Fig. 5). This phenomenon is a
consequence of the vanishing c norm when the branch point is
approached. We note that the results shown in Figs. 4 and 5 for
extended waveguides are in line with those of the simple three
δ-functions model discussed in [63], confirming the validity
of that model.
IV. FURTHER EXCEPTIONAL POINTS IN PARAMETER
SPACE IN THE VICINITY OF THE EP3
In this section, we address an aspect associated with higher-
order EPs that is related to the high parameter sensitivity of the
eigenmodes in the vicinity of the EP3. It is a phenomenon that
has so far attracted little attention, but an awareness appears
to be of the utmost importance in an expected experimental
confirmation. As is qualitatively discussed in [61,62], a pertur-
bation by only one of the parameters that was chosen to invoke
the third-root branch point infers three eigenvalues to pop out
in the energy plane from the EP3. In turn, the EP3 can be seen as
a coalescence of two EP2s as the three eigenvalues—obtained
from this perturbation—are still analytically connected. In fact,
searching for singularities using some other parameter, one
finds two EP2s that sprout from the original EP3. Yet another
parameter could then be used to force a coalescence of the two
EP2s into a new and therefore shifted EP3.
This generic pattern turns out to be crucial for the
identification of the EP3 via parameter space loops in our
system. In the space of the physical parameters at hand, curves
of second-order and third-order exceptional points are found.
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FIG. 6. (a) Curves denoting the positions in the three-dimensional
parameter space (γ,sm,ar ) where EP2s are found for the waveguide
system depicted in Fig. 1. The parameters sEP31 , sEP32 , nEP3m , and n
are held fixed and for every γ the values of Re (β),Im (β),sm,ar
are determined in a four-dimensional root search such that Eq. (16)
is fulfilled. Branches of EP2s connecting either ground-state and
first-excited mode or first- and second-excited mode sprout out from
the EP3. (b) Magnification of the space around the EP3 from which
all lines originate. (c) The circle in the parameter space (solid green
line) in Fig. 3 circumscribes the EP3 and two EP2s formed by the
branches of the ground state and the first-excited state.
These have a decisive effect on the permutation behavior of
the modes.
To discover curves of EP2s in the system and to clarify the
points raised above, we use the following condition similar to
Eq. (7):
T21 = ∂T21
∂β
= 0. (16)
As T21 and its first derivative are complex-valued functions,
these equations give us four conditions that have to be fulfilled.
Results are illustrated in Fig. 6 for a configuration of the system
close to the EP3 given by Eqs. (8) and (9). While s1, s2,
nm, and n are held fixed to their values at the EP3, γ is
varied in the range shown in the figures. For each value of
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FIG. 7. Projections of the two-dimensional curves of EP2s from
Fig. 6 on the (a) γ − sm, (b) γ − ar , and (c) sm − ar planes.
γ , the parameters Re (β),Im (β),sm,ar are determined in a
four-dimensional root search. Projections of these lines on the
two-dimensional parameter planes are shown in Fig. 7.
While it is true that the threefold permutation identified in
Fig. 3 clearly indicates the topological character of an EP3,
one must keep in mind that the path around the EP3 circles, in
addition, two second-order exceptional points, each of them
formed by the ground and the first-excited state. They belong
to the red dashed and dotted lines. This explains why we do
not find simple circles in Fig. 3, but rather the twisted curves
that are caused by the presence of the EP2s (see also Fig. 7
in [12] in a similar context). The effect of the two exceptional
points included in the encircling is such that it does not affect
the threefold permutation, i.e., the EP3 remains visible. In fact,
both EP2s share the same sheet. It guarantees that the threefold
permutation is not disturbed by their combined action. Of
course the inclusion of the EP2s can be avoided altogether
with a smaller circle. However, in an experiment, it would
be a rather laborious task to find and characterize all of the
exceptional points and thus avoid the inclusion of unwanted
EP2s.
The situation is different if γ is chosen as one of the
parameters for the circle. As can be extracted from Figs. 7(a)
and 7(b), the curves of EP2s only appear for nonzero values
of the asymmetry parameter ar , which implies that the
propagation constants become complex. At the position of
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FIG. 8. Curves denoting the positions in three-dimensional pa-
rameter space (γ,sm,ai = −bi) where EP3s are found for the wave-
guide system depicted in Fig. 1. For every γ , Re (β),Im (β),sm,ai =
−bi are determined in a four-dimensional root search such that
Eq. (16) is fulfilled while the other parameters of Eqs. (8) and (9)
are held fixed. The figures contain the projections on the respective
parameter planes. EP3s only exist in regions where ai = −bi assumes
nonzero values. The distributions differ in so far as they belong to
different values of ai = −bi , which is also noticeable in mirrored
imaginary parts of the propagation constants (not shown).
the EP3, different EP2 lines originate. Along the blue dashed
and dotted lines, there are EP2s connecting the two excited
modes that differ only in the signs of the corresponding
imaginary parts of the propagation constants β. At the EP3,
these imaginary parts vanish. The situation is similar along the
red dashed and dotted lines, where the ground-state mode and
first-excited mode are connected by an EP2. Since for ar = 0
there exist no second-order exceptional points in the γ − sm
plane nor in the γ − ar plane, we should, in principle, be able
to verify the EP3 by encircling. Yet it turns out that we observe
EP2-like signatures.
If we allow for ai = −bi = 0, we obtain the results shown
in Fig. 8. Instead of EP2s, signatures of EP3s can clearly
be discerned (dashed lines). The corresponding propagation
constants have a nonvanishing imaginary part as expected due
to the broken PT symmetry. Again it should be possible to
observe the EP3 signature in the γ − sm plane as well as in the
γ − ai/bi plane, respectively. However, only an EP2 signature
is found. As in the example in the previous paragraph, it could
be possible that the EP3 interacts in such a way that the result
is an EP2 signature [62,73].
Thus there are different curves of EP2s and EP3s associated
with the EP3 of the actual system. In this model, there are
specific parameter planes that are free from any EP2, yet they
cannot be used to show the existence of the EP3 simply by
encircling. Thus, the EP2 and EP3 lines have to be taken
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into account when the EP3 is supposed to be detected via its
permutation behavior.
V. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
A system of three coupled PT -symmetric waveguides can
serve as a promising setup for an experimental verification
of third-order exceptional points. Within an experimentally
realizable parameter range for the system, we have shown
that the EP3 can be determined by simply varying a single
parameter once the other parameters have been properly
tuned. In our approach, the non-Hermiticity parameter γ is
varied. The proper tuning of the other parameters appears
to be the most challenging part in an experiment as even in
numerical calculations, where the necessary high precision can
be achieved, the task of finding the EP3 is rather demanding.
We feel that in a measurement of the power distributions
of the total field for PT -symmetric waveguides, a direct
visualization of the progression of the propagation constants
towards the branch point can be obtained. It can be discerned
by the increasing beat length when the EP3 is approached. In
addition, using an appropriate encircling around the assumed
position of the branch point, it is possible to verify the
threefold state exchange without even knowing the point’s
exact position. Our numerical study can guide the approximate
localization of the EP3 in an experimental setup.
Related to the verification of an EP3 by observing a
threefold state exchange when encircling it in a suitably chosen
parameter plane, we have also shown that the branch point
has further satellites of branches of EP2s or EP3s. From this,
we can extract a possible explanation for the complicated
exchange behavior. They influence the permutation behavior
and complicate the verification of the EP3 via its characteristic
threefold state exchange. Thus, the beat length mentioned
above might be the best choice for an experimental proof.
In a next step, we will extend this one-dimensional
optical system to a three-dimensional quantum mechanical
one in terms of a Bose-Einstein condensate in a triple-well
potential. In this way, we are going to propose a further,
now truly quantum mechanical, PT -symmetric system for
the verification of a third-order exceptional point.
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